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ABSTRACT 

There are two Syriac versions of the commentary of Athanasius on the 
Psalms, a longer and a shorter one. This study deals with the headings of 
the Psalms in the two Syriac versions, in comparison with the headings in 
the original Greek commentary and in the Syro-Hexapla. The summaries at 
the beginning of the different Psalms are related in a linear fashion. The 
shorter commentary depends on the longer one and the longer one on a 
Greek original. The headings in the Greek commentary are those of the 
Septuagint, with a few variants. Most of these variants agree with variants 
given in the edition of Rahlfs. The Syriac headings of the shorter 
commentary are usually in agreement with that of the Syro-Hexapla. Many 
of the differences between the longer commentary on the one hand and the 
other two are related to the fact that the longer commentary ascribes all 
twenty-eight Psalms discussed in this article to David. The headings in the 
longer commentary are not just translations from a Greek original, but are 
the work of the translator. 

A INTRODUCTION 

In 1977 R W Thomson published two versions of the commentary of Athanasius 
on the Psalms in Syriac, a shorter version and a longer version (Thomson 1977a 
and 1977b ). The longer version is contained in manuscript British Museum 
Additional Manuscript 14568. This manuscript dates from 597. It is damaged and 
a large part of the commentary has been lost (Thomson 1977a:IX-X). The shorter 
version is contained in British Museum Additional Manuscript 12168. This 
manuscript dates from the eighth or ninth century (Thomson 1977a:IX). The 
headings of these manuscripts are important for the study of Psalm headings in 
the different Syriac traditions, where a large variety exists. 

In the Peshitta the headings of the Masoretic text were not retained, while the -
headings in the Syro-Hexapla are related to the headings of the Septuagint. With 
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regard to the headings of the Psalms in Peshitta manuscripts, some manuscripts 
do not have any headings at all. With regard to the manuscripts where headings 
do occur, Bloemendaal (1960:2-3) distinguished four groups of manuscripts or 
editions. These groups are the headings in the East Syrian Church (which are 
related to the summaries of the Psalms in the commentary of Theodore of 
Mopsuestia), titles dependent on the codex ambrosianus, the titles in the editions 
of Sionita and Lee and in the polyglotts and a mixed group. With regard to the 
second group, Brock (1995:xxi) states that there are some links between these 
headings and the commentary on the Psalms by Daniel of Salach. This group is 
not as consistent as the first group, with much more variety in the headings. This 
is for example clear in the following headings for Psalm 7 in three different 
manuscripts. The codex ambrosianus has the following heading: 

mi..::J )J c:th..:J r< )J :t..o .;n r< om ....o 'u... ~ :t.... o :-1.1 ~ r( 

(Spoken by David when he was fleeing before his son Absalom). 

The heading in 9t32 is related to this, but not identical: 

(Spoken by David when Absalom sent a large army against him to pursue him). 

The heading in 9t2 connects this Psalm to David's flight before Absalom as well, 
but inserts a reference to Kush: 

:t....Cl:-1.1 ~r( 

mi..::J ):ln..h_wr< )J:t..o .;n ....o'u... . ~ i..::J ~ r<....o:um ...:r.~ h 

(Spoken by David about Kush the Ethiopian, when the Benjaminite fled before 
Abishalom his son). 

There are instances where manuscripts contain headings that are totally 
unrelated, as in the case of Psalm 142. The codex ambrosianus has the following 
heading: 

The notation 9t3 is according to the system used for the edition of the Peshitta of 
the Old Testament. The number at the beginning refers to the century of origin of 
the manuscript, the letter in the middle to the kind of manuscript and the final 
number to different manuscripts of the same kind from the same century. 9t3 refers 
to the third Psalms manuscript from the ninth century on the list of manuscripts 
kept at the Peshitta Institute in Leiden. 

:t....Cl:-1 r<om -q,r< ~ :t....m.1 ~r( '\:"'~i~o ~ir<o r<~:-1 

~ i ~ i:-~m ~ 1mnh. oom o~r<:-1 --.2-'Cfl ~mrd 

(Psalm 142. Spoken by David, when he was speaking to the Edomites who were 
coming against him on account of king Hadadezer). 

9t2 has a heading similar to some East Syrian headings, connecting the Psalm to 
the Maccabees: 

--9.CTU~ClrC:"I !U..:JI..:J ~:"1 r(~cU~ _h_ :t....Cl:-1.1 ~r( 
(Spoken by David about the prayer of the Maccabees in the time of their 

calamity). 

9t3 links the Psalin to an attempt of Saul to kill David: 

~ .1o r<..:r. i :u. ~ :t....o:-1.1 ~r( 

(Spoken by David when Saul sent [men] to kill him). 

The connection to the commentary of Daniel of Salach, as mentioned by Brock, 
needs further investigation. Diettrich published Daniel's homilies on the first two 
Psalms. The headings of these two homilies contain only a few minor variants to 
the headings in the codex ambrosianus, and the headings are closely related to 
Daniel's exegesis contained in the two homilies (Diettrich 1901:131 and 149). 

In any study of the relationship of different traditions of the Psalms, the 
headings deserve separate attention (cf Pietersma 2000:21 and Hiebert 2?00: 
131-132). Athanasius used the Septuagint for his commentary and the headmgs 
are closely related to that of the Septuagint as well, with some variety. It is 
interesting to note that Rahlfs did not use Athanasius in his critical apparatus to 
his edition of the Psalms (cf Rahlfs 1967:19-21 for the fathers he does refer to; cf 
also Pietersma 2002:22). The headings are usually followed by an argumentum 
or summary in his commentary. The headings and the ar~ume_nta are trans~at~d in 
the two Syriac versions of the commentary as well, agam w1th so~e vanat1?ns. 
In addition to this, the shorter version of the commentary has margmal readmgs 
added to most of the Psalms, describing the kind of Psalm. 

This paper makes a study of all those Psalms where headings and sum~aries 
are attested in the longer Syriac version (28 in total) and compare them w1th the 
headings and summaries in the shorter Syriac version of the commentary, the 



heading~ in the LXX, t~e h~adings in the Greek version of the commentary of 
Athanas~us and the headi~gs m the Syro-Hexapla. This study can shed some light 
on the history of the headmgs of the Psalms in the different Syriac traditions. 

B THE MARGINAL NOTES TO THE HEADINGS IN THE SHORTER 
COMMENTARY 

!"fo.st ?f the ~eadings in the shorter commentary have marginal remarks 
mdicatmg th.e kind of Psalm. For the sake of brevity, reference is only made to 
the twenty-eight Psalms studied in this paper. The following notes occur (Psalm 
23 does not have a note): 

~C\~:1 (of narration): Psalm 18, 48, 72, 113 

r<~CL...::U:1 (of prophecy): Psalm 21,71 

r<~n.~.~:n r(_jn.::u:n (of accusation and request): Psalm 24, 58 

:1 cu..l:J r(_j Cl..:l...D :1 (of accusation only): Psalm 25, 68, 1 08 

~ i:1 r<...!~~ (accusatory of the impious): Psalm 35 

...:len:. ~~:I (that blesses): Psalm 40 

r<~~ bn..n:~ (of thanksgiving): Psalm 76, 102 

rC.i.,..:ICl r<:::n....i:~ (of mercy and judgement): Psalm 100 

r< '\"'.,...,(exhortatory): Psalm 103 

r<~CUJ.....Cl...>J:I (of cheerfulness): Psalm 107 

r<~n.:::u ~ ~ r< '\"' "':n (exhortatory with praise): Psalm 149 

r<~Cu....::J ~ r<~Cl....L.:ICl~&':n:l (of acknowledgment with requests): Psalm 

104, 105, 117 

r<~Cli ~ ~:1 (which teaches virtue): Psalm Ill 

~cu:1 (of praise): Psalm 112, 116, 150. 

r<~cU_s;, (of prayer): Psalm 101 

The origin of these marginal notes goes back to the letter of Athanasius to 
Marcellinus (cf Roneau 1968:176-197 and Stead 1985: 65-78). That letter 
consists of different sections. In the third section, Athanasius indicates how the 
Psalms function as a guide to the moral and spiritual life. He classifies the Psalms 
according to literary type and subject matter. The next section deals with the 
devotional use of the Psalter (Stead 1985:66-67). The classification of the Psalms 
in the third section is reminiscent of the marginal notes in the shorter 
commentary. The notes do not always agree exactly with that letter. Four of the 
Psalms listed above are linked to a narration (Psalm 18, 48, 72, 113). Three of 
them (18, 48 and 72) are linked thus in the letter. Psalm 21 is also linked to 
prophecy in the letter. Other Psalms with corresponding remarks in the letter and 
in this manuscript are 24 and 58; 25, 26 and 108; 35; 40; 101. 

In the important manuscript 12t4 four different sets of headings are usually 
found for each manuscript. One of the sets is ascribed to Athanasius. These 
headings usually commence with a remark corresponding to the marginal notes 
in the shorter version of the commentary. The headings in 12t4 are frequently 
very difficult to read. In the case of the following Psalms where the heading can 
be read, the description of the kind of Psalm agrees with the marginal note in the 
shorter commentary: 21 (22), 35 (36), 40 (41), 48 (49), 58 (59), 68 (69), 71 (72), 
72 (73), 76 (77), 101 (102), 103 (104), 109 (107) and 114 (113). In Psalm 116 
( 117) the same words occur, but in a different order. 

In the case of Psalm 100 (101), 12t4 has: 

r<<Tl1~:1 ~:1 r<~n.:::u~ 

(A hymn of the one who is perfect in the Lord). 

In Psalm 102 (103), 12t4 has the same description as in Psalm 103 (104). It has a 
longer description for Psalm 104 (105) than the shorter version of the 
commentary: 

r<~:ICl~ 

r<:ICUl..!:!.Cl :t.l.L:l.r< r(l\ "'"'n ...:JCl~ r<~~ ~ ~:1 v . 

(A thanksgiving that is joined with a narration. Again one that exhorts and at the 
same time commands). 



Major differences occur in the case of Psalm 106 (105), 108 (107), 113 (114), 
116 (117) and 150 as well. 

C THE SUMMARIES (ARGUMENTA) OF THE PSALMS IN THE 
THREE COMMENTARIES 

In the three commentaries (the Greek3 and the two Syriac versions) the headings 
proper are usually followed by a summary of the interpretation of each Psalm. As 
an example the summaries to Psalm 23 in the three commentaries will be 
presented below. 

Greek: 

T~v avaAT]\jltV 'tOU Kuptou 6 1taprov l']J.tiv KT]punet \jlaAJ.!O~ Kat 'tWV £8vc.Ov 
8t&x.crKaA.lav nc.O~ liv Kat a\l'tot li~tOt yevwnat 1:c.Ov £noupav1wv <JKT]Vc.Ov 

(The Psalm which is at our disposal, proclaims the ascension of the Lord and the 
teaching of the gentiles how they may become worthy of the heavenly 
tabernacles.) 

Longer commentary: 

--~:\ cn...o.1nro -~:LD )l....CD:t r6m r<i~L7l J ~~ 
~cp g. r<:t r6..:L.. r<:t ~:\ r<~Cl...l2>.bCl 

.~ ~ "CU:\ ~ClCTU 

(This Psalm before us preaches to us the ascension of our Lord and the teaching 
of the nations how they too may become worthy of the heavenly tabernacles). 

Shorter commentary: 

r6..:L.. r<:~ rC:n.5u..J ~Cl • __ ~:~ cn...o.1nro h 1 ~ r6cn:J 

.~ ~ "CU:\ ~ClCTU ~cp 

(In this one he preaches about the ascension of our Lord, and teaches the nations 

how they may become worthy of the heavenly tabernacles). 

In this instance the longer commentary contains a literal translation of the Greek, 
while the shorter version summarises it to some extent. This is the normal pattern 

The Greek is given as in the Patrologiae Graecae 23. 

in the two Syriac commentaries ( cf the introductions to Psalms 21, 24, 35, 40, 48, 
58, 68, 78, 100, 102 and 103). It may happen that the longer Syriac version 
makes something explicit, for example in Psalm 71, where the Greek says that he 
is the true Solomon. The Syriac says explicitly 'Christ'. Sometimes the Syriac 
may add something, such as in Psalm 102, where it adds 'and death' to the Greek 
'the destruction of sin'. The introduction to Psalm 113 is a bit shorter than the 
Greek. In Psalm 117 the longer Syriac commentary gives the contents of the 
Greek summary after quoting verse 1, and not before it, as is usually the case. 
Psalm l 04 is an interesting example. The Syriac does not give the Greek 
summary, but composes a new summary from the Greek commentary on verse l. 
This is then given in the longer commentary before the quotation of verse 1. This 
summary is slightly shortened and altered in the shorter commentary. 

In a number of Psalms the longer commentary does not have a summary and 
the shorter commentary has a shortened version of the Greek summary (Psalm 
101, 105, 108 and 112). In Psalm Ill the Greek does not have a summary, but 
presents something of a summary as part of the commentary on verse 1. The 
longer Syriac commentary does the same, as does the shorter commentary, with a 
shortened version. 

Psalm 107 is a very interesting case. The Greek has a summary and the 
longer Syriac commentary does not have one. The longer version merely presents 
the Syriac text, followed by a remark that this Psalm preaches the corning of the 
Lord among the gentiles. Then it states that since the verses of this Psalm have 
already been explained in the previous Psalms, no further commentary will be 
given. The shorter commentary gives a summary of the Greek summary and then 
a summary of the conclusion of the longer commentary. These concluding 
remarks of the Syriac commentaries have no parallel in the Greek. These 
summaries demonstrate that the longer Syriac commentary is dependent on a 
Greek Vorlage, while the shorter Syriac commentary is dependent on the longer 
Syriac commentary. 

Reference has already been made to the headings in manuscript 12t4. The 
Athanasian headings contain a summary of the contents of the Psalm as well. 
These headings are normally related to the information about the specific Psalm 
in the letter to Marcellinus. 

D THE HEADINGS IN THE TWO VERSIONS OF THE COM
MENTARY OF ATHANASIUS IN SYRIAC AND THE HEADINGS IN 
THE SYRO-HEXAPLA 

Twenty-eight Psalm headings of the longer version of the commentary can be 
read. They are given below, with the headings of the same Psalms in the Syro
Hexapla and in the shorter version of the commentary. This list forms the basis 
for the discussion in the following sections. 



Psalm 18 

SH 

A2 

Psalm 21 

A 1 :t.... Cl :1 :1 r<i CL:n L:n . rC........l ~ _s 5 
r6._. CI.Q) I'C7J.1 cuJ 

SH :t....Cl:U r<in::nL:n .r<~~_S r<~Cl'' .m'n lli I'C7J.1~ 

A2 :t....Cl:U r<iCL:nL:n .r<~~_s r<~Cl'' .m'n lli I'C7J.1~ 

Psalm 23 

AI 

SH 

A2 

Psalm24 

AI 

SH 

A2 

Psalm 25 

Al refers to the longer commentary of Athanasius, SH to the Syro-Hexapla and A2 
to the shorter commentary. The text of the Syro-Hexapla is taken from Hiebert, 
1989. He has the text of the codex ambrosianus as his basic text, with variants from 
other manuscripts in the footnotes. References to manuscripts of the Syro-Hexapla 
follow the notation used by Hiebert. 

The text has an error here, but it has been corrected according to the proposal of 
Thomson (1977a:ll8 n 6). 

AI 

SH 

A2 

Psalm 35 

AI 

SH 

A2 

Psalm40 

Al 

SH 

A2 

Psalm48 

Al 

SH 

A2 

Psalm 58 

A 1 JCHU. i :I.L :u . r<~ ~ r<lslct.D ~ :L.Cl~ ~ h... lsi ~ r<::nlC\..L.:J 

SH JCH<.x. i u~ 1 ~r< .r<~ lsi co...~ :~...om~ _h.;., lsi ~ r<::nlC\..L.:J 

m~Cl~ m~ ~() 



Psalm 68 

AI 

SH 

A2 

Psalm 71 

AI 

SH 

A2 

Psalm 72 

AI 

:t.... Cl:l ~ ~ ~ :1 ~ r< ...hl.,., rCn1 ct.J:...:J 

:t....Cl:l ~ ~~:I ~m ...hl.,., ren1ct.J:...:J 

:t....Cl:l ~ ~~:I ~m ...hl.,., ren1ct.J:...:J 

SH 

A2 

~rd r<i~DJ 

~rd r<i~ D! . )-L..o:l mi..:J :t....Cl:l:l r<~)n ~Clr< 
Psalm 76 

AI 

SH 

A2 

Psalm IOO 

AI 

SH 

A2 

r<i ~ Dl ~rd .)J Cl ~ :t.... r< lli ren1ct.J:...:J 

r<i ~ Dl ~rd .)JCl ~ :t.... r< lli ren1ct.J:...:J 

Psalm 10I 

Aim~ru...::J :1...1r< ~=en -p:LDCl ~~:~ ,~r< ~ r<~ru_s .:~.....Cl:~1 

SHm~ lll...:l :u.. r<Cl r<.... 'oJ )J :1....0 r<Clm ~ &:n:~ rCn ~ r<)ncti _s 

A2m)n~ :u:.rt' r<...,=o, )l:t.nCl ~~:1 ~ rU....d r<)nn_\_s 

Psalm I02 

AI 

SH 

A2 

Psalm 103 

AI 

A2~~ ~ru rO=Cli ,mcth. ln...J:~ .renh.:~ r<~m ....... ~ ~ :~.....Cl:tl 

Psalm I04 

AI 

SH 

A2 

Psalm 105 

AI 

SH 

A2 

Psalm 107 



AI 

SH 

A2 

:t....Cl:l~ r<i~ l.:n:l r<~~~ 

:t....Cl:l:l r<i~ t:n:1 r<~~~ .rC.o..lim 

:t....Cl:l:l r<i~t:n:l r<~~~ .rC.o..lim 

Psalm 108 

AI 

SH 

A2 

Psalm I I I 

AI 

SH 

A2 

Psalm 112 

AI 

SH 

A2 

Psalm I 13 

AI 

SH 

A2 

Psalm 116 

AI 

:t.... Cl:l ~ r<i ~ t:n ren1cu..:J 

:t.... Cl:l ~ r<i ~ t:n ren1cu..:J 

~ r6..::ln\ :t....o:~:~ .r<~~~:l .rC.o..lim 

rC.i..:l,:~o 1 ~:1 .r<~~~:l .rC.o..lim 

rC.i..:l,:~o 1~:1 .r<~~~:l .rC.o..lim 

SH 

A2 

Psalm II7 

AI 

SH 

A2 

Psalm I49 

AI 

SH 

A2 

Psalm ISO 

AI 

SH 

A2 

No heading 

rC.illm .:t....Cl:l:l 

re.illm .:t....Cl:l:l 

E THE HEADINGS OF THE PSALMS IN THE SEPTUAGINT AND 
THE GREEK VERSION OF THE COMMENTARY 

A comparison of the headings of the Greek version of the commentary with the 
headings in the Septuagint shows that many of the headings agree with the 
heading in Rahlfs, many have variants agreeing with variants recorded by Rahlfs 
and only a few unique readings occur. The headings of Psalm I49 and ISO are 
not preserved in the Patrologiae Graecae. The headings of the following Psalms 
agree with the heading in Rahlfs: Psalms 18, 21, 24, 40, 100, 10I, I04, 105, II2, 
I I3 and I I6. In the case of Psalms 35 and 48, the heading is again the same as in 
Rahlfs, except that 'tO is omitted before 'tEA.oc; in both cases. In Psalm 58 
Athanasius has a few minor orthographic variants. The heading of Psalm 72 is 
the same as in the Septuagint. It adds a note at the beginning of the heading that 



the songs of David end here, as is usually the case in manuscripts of the 
Septuagint. 

In some instances Athanasius shows minor deviations from the text in 
Rahlfs, but with support amongst the variants referred to by Rahlfs. Athanasius 
adds 'A Psalm' to the end of the heading of Psalm 68, agreeing with a number of 
Lucianic manuscripts. In Psalm 76 Athanasius switches 'Of Asaph' and 'A 
Psalm', as do the Latin of R, Augustine, the Lucianic tradition, Theodoret and 
55. In Psalm 102 it inserts 'A Psalm' at the beginning, agreeing with the Latin of 
G, the majority of Lucianic manuscripts and Theodoret. In Psalm 108 Athanasius 
switches 'Of David' and 'A Psalm', agreeing with the majority of witnesses to 
the .se~tuagint, including A, 1219, 55, Rahlfs's western text, the majority of 
Luc1amc texts and Theodoret. 

In a number of instances Athanasius has a longer heading than the 
Septuagint, although the heading of Athanasius agrees with some of the notes in 
Rahlfs. Psalm 25 has the following heading: 

Etc; 'to 'tEA.oc; \jf<XAf.loc; 'tcP Aauto. 

Rahlfs only has the reference to David. The addition of 'A Psalm' occurs in a 
number of witnesses. The heading of Athanasius as a whole agrees with the 
Vulgate. In Psalm 71 Athanasius has Etc; 'tO 'tEA.oc; \jf<XAf.lOc; 'tcP 
AautO ttc; :LaA.of..L<:Ova. This heading agrees with the heading in a number of 
Lucianic manuscripts, although the spelling of the name of Solomon is unique. In 
Psalm 103 Athanasius has 

Toii Aauto en:t 'tfic; 'tOU K6crJlOU YEVEcrecoc;. 'Avm1ypa,4Joc; n:ap'' EJ3pa.1oc;. 

With regard to Tou it agrees with A. The reference to the creation of the world 
following on 'Of ?avid' agrees with a large number of Lucianic manuscripts and 
the reference that It does not have a heading in the Hebrew occurs in a number of 
Lucianic manuscripts. 

Unique variants occur in Psalm 23, Ill and 117 in the Greek commentary. 
Psalm 23 has the following heading: 

Etc; 'tEA.oc; \jf<XAf.loc; 'tc!) Aauto 't'fj f.lt<;i 'trov craj)j)a'twv. 

The addition of Etc; 'tEA.oc; at the beginning is unique, while 't'fj f.lt<;i occurs in u 
and 'tcOV before craj)j)a'tWV in U, a number of Lucianic manuscripts, Theodoret 
and Rc. In Psalm 111 Athanasius has a long heading: 

AA.A.Y]A.outa. Tfic; E1ttcr'tpo<tnic; 'Ayyal.ou Kat lli~apl.ou. 'P AAMO:L. 

Rahlfs only has the first word. 'A Psalm' is unique to Athanasius. The rest o~ ~e 
heading occurs in Rahlfs' western text, the Gallicanum and a number of Luc1amc 
texts. Athanasius adds 'P AAMO:L to Psalm 117 as well, another unique reading. 

F THE HEADINGS OF THE PSALMS IN THE SYRO-HEXAPLA AND 
THE TWO SYRIAC VERSIONS OF THE COMMENTARY 

In the case of the three Syriac versions, four possibilities occur: all three versions 
are the same (five Psalms), all three differ (five Psalms), the Syro-Hexapla ~d 
the shorter version of the commentary agree against the longer versiOn 
(seventeen Psalms), and the two versions of the commentary agree against the 
Syro-Hexapla (one Psalm). These four groups will be discussed separately. 

There are five Psalms where all three the Syriac versions have the same 
heading: Psalms 23 (with an orthographic variant), 40, 100, 102 and 108. P~alm 
23 is one of the instances where the Greek version of Athanasius has a umque 
variant. This is not reflected in the Syriac. In the case of Psalms 40, 100 and 102 
the Syriac headings agree with the Greek Athanasius and the Septuagint as well. 
In the case of Psalm 108 the Syriac heading has the same word order as the 
Greek commentary and a large group of witnesses of the Septuagint. 

In seventeen Psalms the shorter version of the commentary and the Syro
Hexapla have the same heading: Psalms 18, 21, 24, 48, 58, 68, 72, 76, 104, 1?5, 
I 07, Ill, 112, 113, 116, 149 and 150. In the case of Psalm 72, the shorte~ verston 
of the commentary has the note about the end of the hymns of David at the 
beginning of the heading, while the Syro-Hexapla has it at the end of Psalm 71. 

In many of these instances the difference between the reading of the Syro
Hexapla and the short version of the commentary on ~e one h~nd and the longer 
version on the other is the fact that the longer versiOn ascnbes the Psalm to 
David. In fact, it ascribes all the extant Psalms to David. In Psalm 48, the S~o
Hexapla and the shorter version ascribes the Psalm to. the ~on~ of K~rah, while 
the longer version ascribes it to David, the prophet. It IS quite mteresti~g t~ note 
that the same happens in the Codex Alexandrinus, although the wordmg IS not 
exactly the same. In Psalms 72 and 7? the lon~e; version has Da~id fo; Asaph .. I~ 
Psalm 104 the longer version has Of David before Hallelujah. Of Dav.Id 
follows the Hallelujah in Psalms 113 and 116. In Psalm 105 the shorter versiOn 
of the commentary and the Syro-Hexapla have Hallelujah twice. The longer 
commentary has it once, followed by 'Of David'. In Ps~lms 149 and 150 ~e 
longer commentary has 'Of David' preceding one Hallelujah, and not t~o. as m 
the other two versions. Psalm Ill is linked to the blessed prophe~ David Ill ~he 
longer version and to Haggai and Zechariah in the ot~er two versiOns, agreemg 
with many witnesses to the Septuagint. The longer versiOn adds a reference to the 
prophet David. Of all these instances, a Davidic he.ading is only found fo~ Psalm 
149 in the Latin of manuscript G and for Psalm 48 m the Codex Alexandrznus. Of 



the five headings discussed below where all thre th S · · d"ft: th ' e e ynac versiOns are 
~ erent, e lo~ger version of the commentary has the connection with David in 

disagreement With the other two versions in Psalms 71, 101 and 117. 

Some of the variants are related to the use of prepositions and ::1. The longer 

version of the commentary prefers :t....Cl::\::1 and _J- I- .. 1 · • • ~CLLl, wh1le the Syro-

Hexapla and the shorter version prefers :t....Clll and ~ f . · cu..::J, or example m 

Psalms 18, 21, 24, 72, 104, 107, 111, 112, 113, 117, 149 and 150. 

In ~salm. 18, ~e .longer version of the commentary adds 'Prophet' to the 
na!ll~ o D~vld. This IS a unique addition. In the case of Psalm 21 the variants 
~e~~~o~:!;n:e r~vi~~s paragraph occur, as well as two different translations 

ree ea mg. In Psalm 58 the longer version of the com 
shows a number of diffe~ences from the heading in the other two versi::nt:y 
they are all related to different translations of the same underlying Gre:k. ~~ 
Psalm 68 the longer version has \ r< against the ,... ·m· f th th . ~ -...!:........ o e o er two 

~::;~n;~~:;l~ei:d~g ~!·~e l~nger v~rsion is the preferred translation for the 

well (cf Hiebert 20~:2~2~x~~~a;s~%S1~~7 a~~e n~rrn~~~ in the Syro-Hexapla as 
commentary inserts 'Halleluj"ah' at the b . . fyrth exapla and the shorter egmmng o e headmg. 

There are seven headings where the shorter version of the comment 

~~1 Si~~-~~~a~!~ ~~ 7n)o~ ha:. the same he~ding. In six of them (Psalms~. ;~d 
, , e t ee texts are different, while the two versions of th~ 

commentary agree as far as the heading of Psalm 35 is concerned. In Psalm 25 

the longer version of the commentary has :t....Clll h"l th S · · • w 1 e e yro-Hexapla has 

:t....Cl::\::1. The shorter version of the commentary has the preposition as well in this 

instance, but inserts r<iC"DJ ~ before 'Of Dav"d' Th" . . I · IS agrees with a large 

nu~be~ of Witnesses to the Septuagint (lf -1221, the Latin of G 
Lucianic manuscripts, Hesych and the correction in R). The headid ao;~~~: ;f 
~;st:lready been menti~ned in connection with the tendency in the l~nger versio! 

e commentary to lmk more Psalms to David. The other two versions differ 

only in minor detail. The Syro-Hexapla has the preposition ::J before the name of 

!~om~~· ~hile the sh?rter version of the commentary uses the relative. This is 
rea mg m manuscnpts e and f of the S yro-Hexapla as well. 

The headings of Psalm 101 in th d"ft . Greek of Ath . . e 1 erent verswns are quite interesting. The 

commentary ~~:m~i:gr;:~::~~ ~a~~~t a~f !~lfsTh The eshloortnger ver~ion off the 
· er versiOn o the 

commentary and the Syro-Hexapla are quite similar, with only two variants, 

namely, that the commentary does not have r<Clm after the participle and that it 

does not have Cl before "p :u:1, but before i..:L r<. This second variant agrees with 

the other version of the commentary as well as the Septuagint. According to 
Rahlfs this second variant is unique to the Syro-Hexapla. Manuscripts e, h and j 
of the Syro-Hexapla disagree with the other manuscript by having the 'and' in 
the same place as the Septuagint and the two commentaries. 

The heading of Psalm 103 is also very important. The Greek Athanasius has 
Toil ~a.uto. 'Eni 1:fjc; wu JC6crp.ou yevecreroc;. · Avemypa.cpoc; 1ta.p' · El3pcil.Oc;. 
With regard to Tou it agrees with A. The reference to the creation of the world 
agrees with a large number of Lucianic manuscripts and the observation that it 
does not have a heading in the Hebrew occurs in a number of Lucianic 
manuscripts. Rahlfs also says that the Syro-Hexapla adds, after the reference to 
the creation of the world, O'tt 'ta.U'ta. up.tv E1tOt'r\crCX.. The codex latinizans 

156 adds O'tt 'ta.U'ta. 'r\!ltV E1tOt'r\crEV. The three Syriac headings show many 
similarities, but important differences as well. It can be seen from the translation 

of the headings as well: 
A 1: On the origin of the world, that he made these things for us, by David. 

SH: By David, on the creation of the world, concerning the things I made for 
you, which has no title among the Hebrews. 

A2: By David, concerning the creation of the world, which has no title among 

the Hebrews. 
The longer commentary agrees with Hesych by inserting the reference to the 

creation of the world before 'Of David'. The other part of the addition agrees 
with the western text codex latinizans 156. The shorter commentary does not 
have the reference to 'the things made for you'. The heading in the shorter 
commentary agrees with the Greek commentary, as well as with a number of 
Lucianic texts. The longer commentary does not have the reference to the 
Hebrew lacking a heading. It is clearly independent of the two later versions and 
must go back not to the Greek commentary, but to an unknown Septuagint or 

S yriac text. 
In Psalm 117 the Greek commentary adds \jl<lA!loC , a unique reading, to 

Hallelujah. The Syro-Hexapla follows the Septuagint by reading Hallelujah. The 
shorter commentary has no heading, while the longer one adds a reference to 

David. 
There is only one Psalm where the Syro-Hexapla and the longer commentary 

agree against the shorter commentary. That is in Psalm 35, where the three 



headings are the same, except that the shorter commentary omits the preposition 
before David. 

G CONCLUSIONS 

The marginal notes to the headings in the shorter version of the commentary are 
clearly related to the description of the different kinds of Psalms in the letter of 
Athanasius to Marcellinus. The descriptions do not correspond exactly to the 
descriptions in the Greek version of the letter. This letter was translated into 
Syriac, as can be seen from the fragment published by Thomson (1977a) at the 
end of the longer commentary. That these descriptions were known in a wider 
circle can be seen from their appearance in the manuscript 12t4. 

The summaries at the beginning of the different Psalms are related in a linear 
fashion. The shorter commentary depends on the longer one and the longer one 
on a Greek original. 

With regard to the headings proper, the headings in the Greek commentary 
are those of the Septuagint, with a few variants. Most of these variants agree with 
variants given in the edition of Rahlfs, in most cases including Lucianic 
witnesses. 

The Syriac headings of the shorter commentary are usually in agreement 
with that of the Syro-Hexapla (twenty-two out of twenty-eight examples). Many 
of the differences between the longer commentary on the one hand and the other 
two are related to the fact that the longer commentary ascribes all twenty-eight 
Psalms to David. This is related to a tendency in this regard in the East and West 
Syrian traditions. The headings in the longer commentary are not just translations 
from a Greek original, but are the work of the translator. While the summaries of 
the shorter commentary are related to those of the longer commentary, the same 
is not true of the headings proper. The latter are dependent on the Syro-Hexapla, 
with some minor variants. 
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